Abstract. The Music Ontology provides a framework for publishing structured music-related data on the Web, ranging from editorial data to temporal annotations of audio signals. It has been used extensively, for example in the DBTune project and on the BBC Music website. Until now it hasn't been systematically evaluated and compared to other frameworks for handling music-related data. In this article, we design a 'query-driven' ontology evaluation framework capturing the intended use of this ontology. We aggregate a large set of real-world music-related user needs, and evaluate how much of it is expressible within our ontological framework. This gives us a quantitative measure of how well our ontology could support a system addressing these real-world user needs. We also provide some statistical insights in terms of lexical coverage for comparison with related description frameworks and identify areas within the ontology that could be improved.
Introduction
The Music Ontology [19] was first published in 2006 and provides a framework for distributing structured music-related data on the Web. It has been used extensively over the years, both as a generic model for the music domain and as a way of publishing music-related data on the Web.
Until now the Music Ontology has never been formally evaluated and compared with related description frameworks. In this paper, we perform a quantitative evaluation of the Music Ontology framework. We want to validate the Music Ontology with regards to its intended use, and to get a list of areas the Music Ontology community should focus on in further developments.
As more and more BBC web sites are using ontologies [20] , we ultimately want to reach a practical evaluation methodology that we can apply to other domains. Those ontologies are mainly written by domain experts, and we would need to evaluate how much domain data they can capture. We would also need to identify possible improvements in order to provide relevant feedback to domain experts.
We first review previous work on ontology evaluation in § 2. We devise our evaluation methodology in § 3, quantifying how well real-world user-needs fit within our Music Ontology framework. We perform in § 4 the actual evaluation, and compare several alternatives for each step of our evaluation process. We discuss the results and conclude in § 5.
Brewster et al. argue that standard information retrieval or information extraction evaluation methodologies, using the notion of precision and recall, are not appropriate for ontology evaluation [7] . We need different evaluation methodologies to evaluate knowledge representation frameworks. Ultimately, we need an ontology evaluation metric in order to easily assess ontologies and to track their evolution [23] . In this article, we design such an evaluation metric and apply it to the Music Ontology framework. We review different ontology evaluation methodologies in § 2.1, § 2.2 and § 2.3 and explain why they are not suitable for evaluating our Music Ontology framework. We focus on two evaluation paradigms in § 2.4 and § 2.5 that constitute the basis of our evaluation methodology.
Qualitative evaluation
One way to qualitatively evaluate an ontology is to take a set of users and ask them to rate the ontology according to a number of criteria. The OntoMetric evaluation methodology [15] includes a number of such qualitative metrics. Zhang and Li [24] evaluate two multimedia metadata schemes by asking diverse groups of users to rate usefulness of individual metadata fields according to each generic user task defined by the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR [17] ): finding, identifying, selecting and obtaining.
Qualitative ontology evaluations have value especially when evaluating against intended use but raise several problems. It is difficult to choose the right set of users (they could be ontologists, end-users or domain experts), and it is difficult to find an actual scale on which to rate particular criteria of the ontology (what do we mean by a model being "good"?). We also want our ontology evaluation methodology to be as automatable as possible in order to integrate continuous evaluation within our development and publishing workflow, as suggested in [13] . Each ontology release needs to have a positive impact on the evaluation results. For these reasons we do not consider performing a qualitative evaluation of our Music Ontology framework.
Structural and ontological metrics
A number of ontology evaluation metrics can be derived automatically. Amongst these we distinguish between structural and ontological metrics [23] .
Structural metrics Web ontologies are defined through an RDF graph. This graph can be analysed to derive evaluation metrics. These metrics, evaluating the structure of the graph defining the ontology but not the ontology itself, are called structural metrics. For example the AKTiveRank system [1] includes a metric quantifying the average amount of edges in which a particular node corresponding to a concept is involved. This metric therefore gives an idea of how much detail a concept definition in the evaluated ontology holds. Another set of examples are the structural ontology measures defined in [9] , including maximum and minimum depth and breadth of the concept hierarchy. Such metrics do not capture the intended use of the evaluated ontology. We therefore do not consider using structural metrics in our evaluation.
Ontological metrics Ontological metrics evaluate the actual models instead of their underlying graph structure. The OntoClean methodology [11] evaluates modelling choices in ontologies from a philosophical stand-point. It defines a number of criteria that need to be satisfied. For example a subsumption relationship cannot be drawn between concepts that have different identity criteria-a time interval cannot be a sub-concept of a time duration. OntoClean relates more to ontology engineering than ontology evaluation [23] . It can be seen as a set of ontology design guidelines. These guidelines were used when designing the Music Ontology and the underlying ontologies [19] .
Similarity to a "gold-standard"
If we have access to a "gold-standard" (a canonical model of a particular domain) we can evaluate other ontologies of that domain by measuring their similarities to that canonical model. A set of measures for describing the similarity of different ontologies (both at the lexical and at the conceptual level) is proposed in [16] . We do not have such a gold-standard ontology, so this approach can be dismissed for evaluating our Music Ontology framework.
Task-based evaluation
Another way of evaluating an ontology is to measure its performance on a specific task [18] . A given task is chosen, as well as a corresponding gold-standard for perfect performance. Then, we consider the following errors when trying to fulfill that task in a particular ontology-driven application:
-Insertion errors (some terms in the ontology are not necessary); -Deletion errors (missing terms); -Substitution errors (ambiguous or ill-defined terms).
Data-driven ontology evaluation
Brewster et al. provide a data-driven approach for ontology evaluation [7] . They use a corpus of text within the domain modelled by the ontology. They extract terms from it and try to associate them with terms in the ontology to evaluate, which leads to a measure for the domain coverage of the ontology. In order to evaluate the structure of the ontology, they cluster the extracted terms and quantify the extent to which terms in the same cluster are closer in the ontology than terms in different clusters. Elhadad et al. use a similar methodology to evaluate an ontology in the movies domain against a corpus of movie reviews [8] , although they focus on the coverage of ontology instances.
We now devise our methodology for evaluating our Music Ontology framework, based on the the data-driven and the task-based evaluation methodologies described in § 2.4 and § 2.5. We want this evaluation methodology to allow us to validate our ontology with regards to real-world information-seeking behaviours.
We consider evaluating our knowledge representation framework against a dataset of verbalised music-related user needs. We isolate a set of music-related needs drawn from different sets of users, and we measure how well a music information system backed by our knowledge representation frameworks could handle these queries. Our evaluation methodology involves the following steps:
Step 1 -Constructing a dataset of verbalised user needs
We start by constructing a dataset of verbalised user needs. We perform a similar evaluation process on several datasets of verbalised user queries available online. We can distinguish amongst several communities of users, and our Music Ontology framework might perform differently for each of them. We want to evaluate our ontology for each of these communities.
Step 2 -Extracting query features
We analyse these needs to extract a set of features -recurrent patterns used to describe the information need, e.g. "the name of the artist was X" or "the lyrics mentioned Y". We consider several alternatives for extracting features from our dataset.
-We can use the results of previous works in extracting query features from similar datasets; -We can extract features from the dataset by following a statistical approach; -We can manually extract features from a random sample of the dataset.
We also consider extracting a weight w f for each feature f , capturing the relative importance of f within the dataset. Moreover, these weights are normalised so that their sum is equal to one.
w f = number of queries that contain the feature f g number of queries that contain the feature g (1)
Step 3 -Computing the ontology fit
We now evaluate how well these features map to our knowledge representation framework. The corresponding measure captures the ontology fit. The Music Ontology was designed to not duplicate terms that could be borrowed from other web ontologies (for example, foaf:Person, dc:title or po:Broadcast).
We take into account this design choice. In the last step of our evaluation process we therefore also consider terms from FOAF 3 , Dublin Core 4 and the Programmes Ontology 5 . We develop an ontology fit measure capturing how well the extracted features can be mapped to our ontology. For a query feature f , we define δ as follows.
1 f is expressible within the ontology 0 otherwise (2)
Our ontology fit measure for a set of verbalised queries Q is then the weighted sum of the δ(f ) for each feature f extracted from Q.
The ontology fit measure ∆ therefore captures how possible it is to map a set of user needs to queries expressed within our Music Ontology framework. The closer ∆ is to one, the more our ontology can be used to express the dataset of user queries. We use the ontology fit measure to validate our ontology with regards to real-world user needs.
Discussion
This 'query-driven' evaluation methodology corresponds to a particular kind of a task-based evaluation methodology, where the task is simply to be able to answer a set of musical queries and the evaluation metric focuses on coverage (the insertion and substitution errors are not considered). The gold-standard associated with this task is that such queries are fully expressed in terms of our knowledge representation framework -the application has a way to derive accurate answers for all of them. This evaluation methodology also corresponds to a particular kind of data-driven evaluation. We start from a corpus of text, corresponding to our dataset of verbalised user needs, which we analyse and try to map to our knowledge representation framework.
A similar query-driven evaluation of an ontology-based music search system is performed by Baumann et al. [4] . They gather a set of 1500 verbalised queries issued to their system, which they cluster manually in five different high-level categories (requests for artists, songs, etc.) in order to get insights on the coverage of their system. We use a similar methodology, although we define a quantitative evaluation measure which takes into account much more granular query features. We also consider automating steps of this evaluation process.
Evaluation of the Music Ontology framework
We want to evaluate our representation framework against a large dataset, holding musical needs drawn from a wide range of users. We consider two main categories of users: casual users and users of music libraries. We derive an ontology fit measure for each of these categories.
Casual users
We first consider verbalised queries drawn from casual users. We measure how well these queries can be expressed within our Music Ontology framework using our ontology fit measure. We consider the three alternatives mentioned in § 3.2 for extracting features from a dataset of verbalised user queries.
Evaluating against previous studies of user needs We consider evaluating our knowledge representation framework using previous analysis of casual user needs. Such analysis leads to the categorisation of the query type (e.g. queries aiming at identifying a particular musical item, queries aiming at researching a particular aspect of a musical work), of the query context (the intended use for the requested information) and of the query features (recurrent patterns used to describe the information need). We are especially interested in the categorisation of query features as it leads directly to the results of the second step of our evaluation methodology.
Bainbridge et al. [2] analyse 502 queries gathered from Google Answers 6 . Google Answers allows users to post a particular question, which others can answer. Lee et al. [14] analyse 566 queries from the same source, restricting themselves to queries aiming at identifying a particular recording or a particular artist. Both extract a set of recurrent features in such queries. The extracted features along with their correspondences to Music Ontology terms are summarised in table 4.1.
The corresponding ontology fit ∆ is 0.828 for Lee's analysis and 0.975 for Bainbridge's analysis.
Such ontology fit measures are arguable. The proper term to choose within the Music Ontology framework for one of these features is highly dependent on its actual context. It might be the case that one of these features is expressible within our framework in one context, but not in another. For example for the "related work" feature "it was a cover of a" is expressible, but "it was in the charts at the same time as a" is not. The features reported in these studies are too general to provide a solid basis for deriving an ontology fit measure.
Corpus-driven evaluation We now perform an evaluation inspired by the data-driven evaluation proposed by Brewster et al. [7] and reviewed in § 2.5. We use a statistical analysis on a dataset of user queries to derive information features, and we try to map the results of such an analysis onto Music Ontology terms. We sample verbalised user needs from both Google Answers and Yahoo Questions 7 . We aggregated the whole Google Answers archive in the music category (3318 verbalised user needs) and a subset of Yahoo Questions (4805 verbalised user needs). Most user queries include editorial information (artist name, track name etc.), as spotted in previous analyses of similar datasets. When including some information about a musical item this information will most likely be related to vocal parts: singer, lyrics etc. The three most cited musical genres are "rock", "classical" and "rap". The queries often include information about space and time (e.g. when and where the user heard about that song). They also include information about the access medium: radio, CD, video, online etc. A large part of the queries include personal feelings, illustrated by the terms "love" or "like". Finally, some of them include information about constituting parts of a particular musical item (e.g. "theme").
We could consider the words occurring the most in our dataset as query features and their counts as a weight. However, the same problem as in the ontology fit derived in § 4.1 also arises. The Music Ontology term corresponding to one of these features is highly context-dependent. There are two ways to overcome these issues. On the one hand, we can keep our evaluation purely on a lexical level. We are particularly interested in such an evaluation because it allows us to include other music-related representation frameworks which are not ontologies but just specifications of data formats, therefore providing some insights for comparison. On the other hand, we can extract underlying topics from our corpus of verbalised user needs, and consider these topics as query features. We therefore move our evaluation to the conceptual level.
Evaluation at the lexical level. We now derive a measure of the lexical coverage of our ontology. We first produce a vector space representation of these verbalised user needs and of labels and comments within the Music Ontology specification. We first remove common stop words. We then map the stemmed terms to vector dimensions and create vectors for our dataset and our ontology using tf-idf. We also include in our vector space other music-related representation frameworks. We finally compute cosine distances between pairs of vectors, captured in table 2.
We first note that the results in this table are not comparable with the ontology fit results derived in the rest of this article. They are not computed using the same methodology as defined in § 3. We note that our Music Ontology framework performs better than the other representation framework -it is closer to the dataset of user queries. These results are due to the fact that our ontology encompasses a wider scope of music-related information than the others, which are dedicated to specific use-cases. For example XSPF is specific to playlists, iTunes XML and hAudio to simple editorial metadata, Variations3 to music libraries and AceXML to content-based analysis and machine learning. The lexical coverage of the Music Ontology framework is therefore higher. Of course this measure is very crude and just captures the lexical overlap between specification documents and our dataset of user queries. It can serve for comparison purposes, but not to validate our framework against this dataset. Evaluation at the conceptual level. We now want to go beyond this lexical layer. We try to extract from our dataset a set of underlying topics. We then consider these topics as our query features and compute an ontology fit measure from them by following the methodology described in § 3. We consider that our corpus of musical queries reflects the underlying set of topics it addresses. A common way of modelling the contribution of these topics to the i th word in a given document (in our case a musical query) is as follows.
where T is the number of latent topics, z i is a latent variable indicating the topic from which the i th word was drawn, P (w i |z i = j) is the probability of the word w i under the j th topic, and P (z i = j) is the probability of choosing a word from the j th topic in the current document. For example in a corpus dealing with performances and recording devices, P (w|z) would capture the content of the underlying topics. The performance topic would give high probability to words like venue, performer or orchestra, whereas the recording device topic would give high probability to words like microphone, converter or signal. Whether a particular document concerns performances, recording devices or both would be captured by P (z).
The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6] provides such a model. In LDA, documents are generated by first picking a distribution over topics from a Dirichlet distribution which determines P (z). We then pick a topic from this distribution and a word from that topic according to P (w|z) to generate the words in the document. We use the same methodology as in [10] to discover topics.
We use an approximate inference algorithm via Gibbs sampling for LDA [12] . We first pre-process our dataset of musical queries by stemming terms, removing stop words and removing words that appear in less than five queries. Repeated experiments for different number of topics (20, 50 , 100 and 200) suggest that a model incorporating 50 topics best captures our data. We reach the set of topics illustrated in table 4.1.
We consider these topics as our query features. For each topic, we use its relative importance in the dataset as a feature weight. We manually map each topic to terms within our Music Ontology framework to derive the ontology fit measure described in § 3.3. The corresponding ontology fit measure is 0.723.
However, this measure of the ontology fit is still arguable. Some of the topics inferred are not sufficiently precise to be easily mapped to Music Ontology terms. A subjective mapping still needs to be done to relate the extracted topics with a set of ontology terms. Moreover, some crucial query features are not captured within the extracted topics. For example a lot of queries include an implicit notion of uncertainty (such as "I think the title was something like Walk Away"), which is not expressible within our ontology.
A possible improvement to the evaluation above would be to use a Correlated Topic Model [5] , which also models the relationships between topics. This would allow us to not only evaluate the coverage of concepts within our ontology, but also the coverage of the relationships between these concepts. It remains future work to develop an accurate measure for evaluating how the inferred graph of topics can be mapped to an ontological framework. Another promising approach for ontology evaluation is to estimate how well a generative model based on an ontology can capture a set of textual data. Manual Evaluation of the ontology fit We now want to derive a more accurate ontology fit measure. In order to do so, we manually extract the underlying logical structure of these queries and see how well these logical structures can be expressed within our representation framework.
We consider a random sample of 40 queries drawn from the dataset of user needs used in § 4.1, corresponding to 0.5% of the queries available within the Google Answers archive.
We manually pre-process every verbalised query q in this sample to extract a set α(q) of query features. These features are recurring logical sentences encoding the queries. In order to mimise the bias in this manual step, we use the following methodology. We use predicates defined within the Music Ontology framework when they exist. When encountering unknown features, we define new predicates using the same FRBR and event-based model as used by the Music Ontology. For example a query holding the sentence "the composer of the song is Chet Baker" would lead to the following two features:
α(q) = {composer(S, P ), name(P, 'Chet Baker')} We do not follow exactly the manual data analysis methodology used by Lee et al. [14] , which partially structures the original queries by delimiting the parts that correspond to a particular recurrent feature. Indeed, it is important for our purpose that we extract the whole logical structure of the query. This will lead to a more accurate ontology fit measure (but derived from a smaller dataset) than in the previous sections.
Once these queries have been pre-processed, we assign a weight for each distinct feature. Such weights are computed as described in § 3.2. We give the main query features, as well as the corresponding weight and the corresponding Music Ontology term, in table 4. We then compute our ontology fit measure as described in § 3.3. We find an ontology fit measure of 0.749. Discussion The different variants of our query-driven evaluation made in this section all lead to a similar ontology fit measure. Around 70% of the information held within a dataset of casual user queries is expressible within our Music Ontology framework.
Over the different evaluations made in this section, we found that the main features that are not expressible within our framework are the following.
-Uncertainty -e.g. "I don't remember if the song had drums in it"; -Partial characterisation of the lyrics -e.g. "One part of the lyrics was 'put your hands up' " 8 ; -Emotions related to the music itself -e.g. "This song was really sad"; -Description of related media -e.g. "In the music video, the band was playing in a forest and the singer was trapped under ice" or "The artist was on the cover of that magazine"; -Other cultural aspects, such as the position of a track in the charts.
Future work on the Music Ontology should therefore focus on these points.
Users of music libraries
Gathering a dataset of music library user needs is difficult. We therefore adapt our approach to cope with the lack of publicly available datasets.
Methodology Saxton and Richardson [21] present an evaluation methodology for reference services in libraries based on the sampling of real-world questions and on the evaluation of the corresponding transactions on a number of dimensions, including completeness, usefulness, user satisfaction and accuracy. Sugimoto [22] isolates such reference questions in order to evaluate the performance of music libraries. He then analyses the corresponding transactions for a number of music libraries in the United States.
We evaluate our representation framework using a similar methodology. We consider a reference set of queries covering a wide range of possible query types. We then manually extract query features, and follow the process described in § 3 to derive an ontology fit measure. We therefore evaluate the performance of the ontology by quantifying how an ontology-backed system would perform if it were occupying the role of the librarian. Such a methodology is similar to the methodology we adopted in § 4.1, except that we filter the dataset to leave a small sample of representative questions prior to the actual evaluation instead of using a random sample of questions. The accuracy of such an evaluation is arguable as it does not include information about the predominance of a query feature in a real-world dataset. However, it gives us a measure of how well a representative set of query features is covered by our ontology.
Dataset of user queries
In order to cope with the lack of data availability for this category of users, we consider re-using the questions selected in Sugimoto's study [22] Ontology fit We start by extracting features from these five queries as in § 4.1. We reach a set of query features and associated weights leading to an ontology fit measure of 0.789. Our ontology therefore performs slightly better for this particular dataset than for the casual users dataset. Almost 80% of the information is expressible within our Music Ontology framework. These results can be explained by the diversity of the queries drawn from casual users. For example one query analysed within § 4.1 describes in great levels of detail a music video in order to get to the name of a track. Such descriptions are not expressible within our framework and lower the ontology fit.
Conclusion
In this article we devised a query-driven evaluation process for music ontologies based on the data-driven and task-based ontology evaluation methodologies. We created a dataset of user queries and measure how well these queries fit within our knowledge representation framework. We end up quantifying how well a system based on our representation framework could help answering these queries. A number of alternatives can be used for each step of such an evaluation process. First there are several categories of users which are interesting to handle separately as our ontology may perform differently for each. Then there are several ways of performing an analysis of user queries. We summarise in table 5 the results obtained in this article, investigating different alternatives for each of these steps. Our ontology covers more than 70% of the different datasets considered. We identified the main features that are lacking from our ontology in § 4.1.
We also performed a lexical comparison of different music representation frameworks. This comparison captured how lexically close a particular representation framework is from a dataset of casual user queries. We found that our Music Ontology framework performs better than the others according to this metric.
All the results described in this article evaluate a particular characteristic of our ontology: its coverage of real-world user needs. However, a number of other characteristics would be interesting to capture as well. For example we might want to evaluate the verbosity of the ontology -how many ontology terms are needed to express a particular information feature. We might also want to evaluate the popularity of the ontology -how many documents reusing Music Ontology terms are available on the Web.
Future work includes using a similar methodology to evaluate other ontologies used within the BBC web site. As those ontologies are mostly built by domain experts we are planning on evaluating how much domain data they can actually capture and use the results of this evaluation to identify possible improvements. 
